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Summary

Administration leaders profit from lessons in eco-
nomics.

Further evidence of expanding demand strengthens
expectations of firm prices and increased production.

Production, purchasing power, and prices are the
especially significant economic factors which should be
watched as guides to the future.

In this issue, the Harwood Index of Inflation is pre-
sented as the principal statistical indicator of potential
purchasing power.

The Index portrays the excess or deficiency of credit
with respect to that needed for orderly marketing of
goods currently produced.

Currently, it confirms the belief that consumption is
running ahead of production and that demand is grow-
ing, due to inflationary credit extensions by the banking
system of the Federal Government.

Statistical Records and Guides to the Future

Inability to see the forest because of the trees is a
failing apt to result from attempting to digest and cor-
relate a large volume of statistical information. There-
fore, it is our intention to avoid elaborate tables and
numerous charts. By concentrating attention on the
vitally significant data, much confusion can be avoided.

Three principal indexes will appear in each monthly
report and, when practicable, the weekly figures will be
given in the weekly reports. The indexes will furnish
a continuous record of the changes in production, pur-
chasing power, and prices. These three are the basic
indicators of economic conditions in a modern indus-
trial civilization. The record of production shows the
physical volume of new wealth currently produced which
is being or soon will be offered in the markets of the
country. Purchasing power in the form of currency
and deposits called checking accounts constitutes the
transferable claims on current production which can be
made good in the market place. (The Harwood Index
of Inflation makes it possible to determine what propor-
tion of this purchasing power is inflationary in char-
acter.) Prices reflect the actual transactions which occur
when holders of the transferable claims establish owner-
ship of specific goods through the buying process. Pro-
duction measures supply; purchasing power is potential
demand; and the price level is the balancing variable
wThich equalizes the other two variables.

The index of production used by the Institute is based
on original research by the Institute staff, although the

basic data used are of course the familiar statistical
records of steel production, automobile production, and
numerous others. This index has the almost unique ad-
vantage of being adjusted for secular trend (long time
growth) in such a way as to eliminate the gross errors
which obviously exist in many such indexes. (A number
of business indicators were adjusted for secular trend
on the basis of the war and post-war periods of inflation-
ary expansion. The trend lines resulting are òver-
optimistic to such a ridiculous degree that they have in
some cases been abandoned entirely.)

The price index used by the Institute is the U. S.
Bureau of Labor Index of Wholesale Commodity Prices.
However, an original feature of importance has been
added by making correction for the estimated normal
rather than selecting some year arbitrarily as a normal
price level. The method of making this adjustment and
the significance of the results will be discussed in a
subsequent issue of the monthly bulletin.

The index of purchasing power used is one form of
the Harwood Index of Inflation. This index has been
tested during the past six years and has proved to be an
important, possibly the most important, indicator of
fundamental conditions available. In this issue, we
present an explanation of the index and its significance.

The Harwood Index of Inflation

It may safely be asserted that the most important
threat to the economic future of this country is inflation.
The process has already started, by means of the re-
monetization of silver and the funding of Treasury
deficits. The effects which will be seen during the next
few years, superimposed on the effects of the devaluation
process, will be the most important economic events of
the future. It follows that the Harwood Index of In-
flation will be of more than ordinary significance during
this time.

At least an elementary conception of our economic
processes is essential for an understanding of the in-
flation index. Unfortunately, there is a great deal of
confusion and much loose thinking in connection with
present fiscal policies and the numerous panaceas being
advocated. Therefore, it is hardly safe to assume that
readers have taken the trouble to think their way through
the mass of misinformation available.

Fundamental Principles

Under ordinary conditions, purchasing power con-
sists of: (1) That portion of the money commodity



(gold and silver) which is in circulation—that is, in
use by individuals and businesses as exchange media;
(2) hand-to-hand currency (other than gold certificates
representing the money commodity directly) in the form
of bank notes or other commonly accepted paper money;
and (3), demand deposits which are used to purchase
goods and services by means of the familiar check
writing process. Now that all gold and silver has been
nationalized and the gold withdrawn from circulation,
the principal purchasing media remaining in use are
silver certificates, bank notes, and checking accounts.
In view of the fact that from 90% to 95% of the business
transactions are handled through the checking process,
it is apparent that variations in this particular medium
of exchange are of especial significance.

Use of Bank Credit

It is the function of a commercial-banking system to
place in circulation the purchasing power necessary to
represent goods which have been produced and are on
the way to market. A typical example is found in the
case of an automobile manufacturer who has completed
a number of cars and loaded them for railroad delivery.
Since he will probably find it necessary to pay wages
and some of his current bills before the automobiles
concerned are sold to the public, he will ordinarily
obtain a loan from his banker. The legal technicalities
involved may differ in different cases, but the underlying
principle remains the same. If the manufacturer uses
a draft secured by the bills of lading, he can obtain
credit to his checking account as a result of this loan
by his bank. On the other hand, there may be no legal
attachment on the particular shipment involved. The
banker may merely discount the manufacturer's note,
accepting without question his statement that cars are
being shipped in accordance with orders received. The
proceeds of the note would, of course, be credited to the
checking account of the manufacturer. (It should be
noted that this credit to the manufacturer's checking
account is not deducted from some other deposit, but is
an addition to the sum total of checking accounts in use.)

By writing out checks on this demand deposit, the
manufacturer pays wages, taxes, and various other ex-
penses. The deposit is transferred by this process to
other individuals and businesses. Eventually, the pur-
chasing power thus placed in their hands reaches the
market place for goods. At that time, either the same
purchasing power, or bank credit to a corresponding
amount which has been placed in circulation to represent
other goods produced, is used to buy the automobiles
which presumably have likewise reached the market by
that time. When the manufacturer gets the receipts
from sales in the form of checks drawn on the accounts
of numerous individuals, he has them credited to his
own account, building up that demand deposit to such
a size that he can then repay the original loan by having
it charged against his account.

Prices, Profits, and Output Affected

It is seen, therefore, that by far the greater part of
the purchasing power in use is bank credit, which has
been originated to represent current production. In the
form of checks it then becomes wages and salaries, and
other incomes to the individuals having a right to share
in this production, thence flowing to market and finally
returning to the banker who started the process, there to
be retired from circulation. In view of the fact that new

loans and therefore additions to demand deposits are
being made daily, and that old commercial loans of this
character are also being repaid currently, the purchas-
ing power in circulation should be pictured as a flow
which is continually being added to as production goes
on, and is continually being drawn upon and retired as
goods are sold.

It is obvious that if there be added to the flow of cir-
culating purchasing power substantial amounts in excess
of that required to represent goods produced and on the
way to market, and various individuals are willing to
spend thes̄ e amounts which become available to them,
the effects on prices, profits, and eventually, on produc-
tion are bound to be far-reaching.

The Investment-Savings Process

The banking system in this country has taken upon
itself another important function, the receipt and invest-
ment of savings, which is quite different from that illus-
trated by the example given above. Various individuals
receiving incomes as part of their shares of current pro-
duction may decide, for one reason or another, to save
a portion. They either invest that part of their funds
themselves, directly, or place it on deposit with the
banking system in the form of a time or savings deposit.
When the latter is done, the bank involved then proceeds
to buy, with the purchasing power thus placed at its
disposal, bonds or mortgages, or otherwise lends the
money to some individual or business desiring to pro-
cure new capital. The assets acquired by the banking
system in performing this economic function are bonds,
or borrowers' notes secured by real estate or other
collateral.

Excess Credit Abuses

Because of the fact that the banking system has been
performing both of the functions above described, and
especially because of the attention given to adequate
collateral as security for savings which have been in-
vested, there has been a tendency on the part of bankers
as a group to depart from the strict procedure called for
with respect to the commercial part of their business.
Having gradually absorbed the idea that the safety and
propriety of a given loan are governed by the adequacy
of the collateral, bankers have come to disregard the
limitation which should exist with respect to loans of
an investment character. Bank credit has been furnished
for capital purposes through the process of investing
more than the savings deposits plus capital funds of the
banking system. Loans thus made on real estate and
securities have resulted in net additions to the total of
demand deposits or checking accounts and consequent
excesses of purchasing power in circulation over and
above that needed to represent goods coming to market.

The two most recent examples of the mal-functioning
of the banking system in this respect are the inflation
during the World War, and the subsequent inflation dur-
ing the period 1922 to 1929. In the first instance, the
banks purchased government bonds and loaned more on
those securities than the long-term funds (savings) avail-
able to them would have made possible. This resulted
in large credits to the demand deposits owned by the
government, which did not involve a transfer from the
demand deposits owned by individuals and businesses.
When the government proceeded to make use of these
credits by the process of writing out checks in payment
for goods and services, the excess purchasing power was



forced into the channels of trade, with the effect on prices
and the cost of living which are now a matter of his-
torical record.

Prevented Orderly Price Correction

Identically the same process, in principle, was car-
ried on during the period 1922-29. At that time, how-
ever, the excess investment assets of the banking system
were largely in the form of loans on real estate and
securities. The inflationary progression in this second
case did not result in a rising commodity price level,
but it did keep prices stable when there would normally
have been a slow decline to pre-war levels. Thus the
rise in prices was concealed because it was relative to
the normal post-war trend.

It is clear that the acquirement of investment-type
assets by the banking system to an extent greater than
is justified by its savings-type liabilities will ordinarily
be reflected in the balance-sheets of the banks. By re-
ferring to the periodical data made available, it is
possible to ascertain what these important items are,
and thus know whether or not there has been undue
expansion, that is to say, inflation as described above.

Constriction

No doubt, it will be realized by anyone who has fol-
lowed the discussion thus far that there may be misuse
of the money-credit mechanism in the opposite manner
to that just described. In other words, there may be
an insufficient quantity of credit money created by the
banking system, or a hoarding of currency by the public
which would have the same effect. As a matter of fact,
failure of the banking system to make loans when justi-
fied for commercial purposes is a rare occurrence, in
spite of all that has been said by politicians about the
matter. Hoarding on a large scale is also a rare oc-
currence. However, both of these abuses of the money-
credit mechanism undoubtedly existed for a time in the
late winter and early spring of 1933. (Hoarding by
the public had been going on for some time and greatly
increased in February and March, 1933.)

It is unnecessary here to describe in detail the effects
of such action, which we have chosen to label, constric-
tion. It is a far more serious eventuality than ordinary
deflation (liquidation of excess investment type assets)
and involves an abuse of the money-credit system which
is the precise opposite of inflation.

The Data Used

Since any excess or deficiency of credit purchasing
power must appear in the demand (checking accounts;
of the banking system, it is plain that the savings banks
which do not handle checking accounts can be left out
of consideration. It is necessary to take into considera-
tion all commercial banks in the country.

Fortunately, although data for every commercial bank
are not available as frequently as is desirable, the weekly
reports of Reporting Member Banks of the Federal Re-
serve System form a basis for satisfactory estimates.
As of the periodic bank call dates (usually four times
annually) it is possible to get the data for all member
banks of the Federal Reserve System and check to make
certain that the estimates based on weekly data are not
wide of the mark. While it is true that many commercial
banks are not members of the Federal Reserve System
there are two means of adjusting the estimates from
time to time. The reports covering all banks included

in the deposit guarantee system and the annual reports
of the Comptroller of the Currency furnish the data re-
quired. Inasmuch as the greater part of demand deposits
are found in the member banks of the Federal Reserve
System, there is little likelihood that advance estimates
for all commercial banks will be very far wrong.

The amount of the excess purchasing power in cir-
culation can be determined by subtracting from the total
of investment type assets the liabilities such as time
deposits and capital funds which justify those assets.
The difference found constitutes a net addition to the
total of demand deposits (checking accounts) which is
not representative of goods en route to market. There-
fore, when such an excess is found, inflation exists. The
trend of this difference, if upward, indicates further in-
flation and, if downward, indicates deflation.

It is necessary to make certain allowances for items
not yet mentioned and it is also well to keep in mind
the limitations of the Inflation Index. While it is of
great value it is not a perfect forecasting device which
will eliminate all uncertainties of the future so far as
its users are concerned. In a subsequent bulletin, we
shall deal at greater length with the other factors in-
volved and the limitations of this index.

The Data Shown

On the accompanying chart (see last page) there
appears the Institute's Index of Industrial Production
and the Harwood Index of Inflation. Both are shown
for the period, 1927 to date.

The Harwood Index of Inflation shows the dollar
amount of purchasing power which is in excess of that
needed to represent goods produced and en route to
market. The curve is discontinuous during the period of
nine months preceding the bank moratorium because of
inadequate data and the chaotic conditions resulting
from the numerous bank failures.

It will be observed that the Index of Inflation turned
downward early in 1929, somewhat in advance of the
turning point for industrial production and well ahead
of the decline in stocks. The failure of this index to
maintain its lead throughout the depression period prob-
ably reflects the stubborn efforts made to stem the tide
of liquidation by postponing necessary readjustments in
business and finance. Apparently, those efforts only
prolonged the depression.

During 1933, just before and after the bank mora-
torium, there was definite constriction as previously de-
fined. This is shown by the negative values for the
Index of Inflation. It should be noted that there was a
small degree of inflation during the late spring of 1933
which made possible the business and stock market
boomlet which ended in July of that year. For the past
several months the amount of inflationary purchasing
power in existence has been steadily increasing and it
is especially interesting to note that industrial activity
has not followed the trend of the inflation index since
February of this year. This does not mean that the index
has lost its forecasting value but that the funds are
being absorbed in part by countless small businesses and
individuals who are rehabilitating their checking ac-
counts; and that they are also being used for the pur-
chase of accumulated inventories which are rapidly
being reduced.

The evidence shown confirms deductions made in the
weekly reports regarding the supply and demand situa-
tion and suggests that firm or rising prices and increased
production will be seen during the next few months.
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